We study subsystem codes whose gauge group has local generators in the 2D geometry. It is shown that there exists a family of such codes defined on lattices of size L × L with the number of logical qubits k and the minimum distance d both proportional to L. The gauge group of these codes involves only two-qubit generators of type XX and ZZ coupling nearest neighbor qubits (and some auxiliary one-qubit generators). Our proof is not constructive as it relies on a certain version of the Gilbert-Varshamov bound for classical codes. Along the way we introduce and study properties of generalized Bacon-Shor codes which might be of independent interest. Secondly, we prove that any 2D subsystem [n, k, d] code with spatially local generators obeys upper bounds kd = O(n) and d 2 = O(n). The analogous upper bound proved recently for 2D stabilizer codes is kd 2 = O(n). Our results thus demonstrate that subsystem codes can be more powerful than stabilizer codes under the spatial locality constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault-tolerant quantum information processing based on 2D topological quantum codes has received a considerable attention lately since it can be implemented on quantum machines with a geometrically local architecture. The potential of topological codes as a viable alternative to concatenated quantum codes was first realized by Dennis et al [1] . It was shown in [1] that an active error correction in the 2D toric code permits reliable storage of a logical qubit if the error rate in the quantum hardware is below the threshold value about 1%. The threshold for storage of a qubit has been recently improved by Andrist et al [2] by using topological color codes [3, 4] instead of the toric code. The success of topological codes was extended from a storage of a qubit to the universal quantum computation by making use of the powerful technique known as code deformations [5] [6] [7] [8] . These recent developments demonstrate that topological codes provide an attractive framework for design of new fault-tolerant protocols.
In order to better understand the potential of topological codes for storing and manipulating quantum information, it is desirable to derive fundamental bounds on the parameters of quantum codes that stem from the spatial locality constraint and find families of codes that achieve these bounds. A progress in this direction has been recently made for 2D stabilizer codes [9] [10] [11] [12] . Such codes can be defined in a system of n physical qubits occupying sites of a regular square lattice of size √ n × √ n. Quantum information is encoded into a codespace L spanned by common eigenvectors of pairwise commuting n-qubit Pauli operators S 1 , . . . , S m known as stabilizers, that is, L = {|ψ ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗n : S a |ψ = |ψ for all a}.
The locality condition is imposed by demanding that each stabilizer S a acts non-trivially only on a constant number of qubits located within constant distance from each other. A code has k logical qubits if dim L = 2 k . It was shown in [11] that any 2D stabilizer code obeys a bound
where d is the minimum distance of a code, i.e., the minimum weight of a Pauli operator commuting with all stabilizers and implementing a non-trivial transformation on L. The bound Eq. (1) is tight in the sense that for any given k and d one can construct a 2D stabilizer [n, k, d] code with n = O(kd 2 ), see [11] for details. The main conclusion of the present paper is that the bound Eq. (1) can be violated in a dramatic way for 2D subsystem codes. Recall that a subsystem code [13, 14] can be regarded as an ordinary stabilizer code in which only part of the logical qubits is used to store information. Accordingly, the codespace of subsystem codes can be decomposed as
where L logical is the logical subsystem used to store quantum information, while L gauge represents the unused logical qubits usually called gauge qubits. The distance d of a subsystem code is the minimum weight of a Pauli operator commuting with all stabilizers and acting nontrivially on the logical subsystem L logical . The presence of the unused gauge qubits provides much more flexibility in the design of fault-tolerant gates and the error correction for subsystem codes since one does not need to worry how a particular computational operation or an error affects the gauge qubits, see for instance [15, 16] . By the same token, one should expect that spatial locality constraints lead to less severe restrictions on the parameters of subsystem codes. One can characterize a subsystem code by its gauge group G that includes all stabilizers and all logical operators on the unused logical qubits, see Section II for more details. We shall study 2D subsystem codes for which the gauge group has spatially local generators, that is, G = G 1 , . . . , G m where each generator G a acts nontrivially only on a constant number of qubits located within constant distance from each other (as for stabilizers S a , they may or may not be spatially local). For such codes the tradeoff between n and d was characterized in [9] by showing that
This bound is tight since the 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] has parameters d = √ n and k = 1. The question that remained open is whether 2D subsystem codes may have a better scaling of k compared with 2D stabilizer codes.
In the present paper we answer this question in positive by proving that there exist a family of 2D subsystem [n, k, d] codes with both k and d proportional to √ n. More precisely, we prove the following. Theorem 1. Let α > 0 and 0 < β < 1/2 be any constants such that α+H 2 (β) < 1, where H 2 (β) is the binary entropy. Then for all sufficiently large integers m and for all k ≤ αm there exists a 2D subsystem [2m 2 , k, d] code for some d ≥ βm. The gauge group of this code has two-qubit generators of type XX and ZZ coupling nearest-neighbor qubits and some one-qubit generators.
In contrast, all previously known 2D subsystem codes with the distance proportional to √ n, such as the 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] or the topological subsystem codes [17] encode only k = O(1) qubits.
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on generalized BaconShor codes that we introduce in Section III. One can define a generalized Bacon-Shor code for any binary matrix A by placing physical qubits at the cells of A for which A i,j = 1 and leaving the remaining cells empty. The gauge group G has generators of two types: each pair of qubits c, c ′ located in the same row of A contributes a generator X c X c ′ and each pair of qubits c, c ′ located in the same column of A contributes a generator Z c Z c ′ . We show that the code G has parameters [n, k, d], where n is the number of non-zero matrix elements in A, k is the binary rank of A, while d is determined by the minimum distance of the classical codes spanned by columns and rows of A, see Theorem 2 in Section III. Then we employ the Gilbert-Varshamov bound to prove existence of binary matrices with the desired properties, see Theorem 3 in Section IV. Finally, we show how to transform any generalized Bacon-Shor code into the spatially local form by introducing ancillary qubits and simulating each long-range generator by a chain of nearest-neighbor couplings, see Section V.
Our second result is a new upper bound on the parameters of 2D subsystem codes whose gauge group has spatially local generators, namely,
It can be regarded as a generalization of Eq. (1) to subsystem codes. This bound is tight up to a constant factor since one can achieve a scaling k ∼ d ∼ √ n, see Theorem 1. We also prove that the original bound Eq. (1) holds for any 2D subsystem code in which both stabilizer group and the gauge group have spatially local generators. The topological subsystem codes of [17, 18] provide an example of such codes.
The proof of the bound Eq. (3) presented in Sections VI,VII,VIII requires some heavy machinery that builds upon techniques developed in [9, 11, 12] . Our first tool is the identity relating the number of logical operators supported in two complementary regions of a lattice, see Lemma 2 in Section VI. It was originally proved by Yoshida and Chuang [12] for stabilizer codes. In the present paper we generalize this identity to subsystem codes using techniques of [9] . Our second tool is what we call a holographic principle for error correction, see Section VII. It asserts that a non-trivial logical operator cannot be supported in a region whose perimeter is smaller than the distance of the code. The analogous result was proved in [11] for 2D stabilizer codes although the proof given in [11] cannot be generalized to subsystem codes. In Section VIII we combine these technical tools to prove the upper bound Eq. (3).
In Section IX we summarize our results and discuss some open problems such as possible extensions of our constructions to 3D subsystem codes.
II. STABILIZER AND SUBSYSTEM CODES
The purpose of this section is to summarize the necessary facts pertaining to stabilizer and subsystem codes. The main idea of stabilizer codes is to encode k logical qubits into n physical qubits using a codespace L ⊆ (C 2 ) ⊗n spanned by states |ψ that are invariant under the action of a stabilizer group S, L = {|ψ ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗n : P |ψ = |ψ ∀P ∈ S}.
All stabilizers P ∈ S must be Pauli operators, that is, nfold tensor products of the single-qubit Pauli operators
and the identity operators I. Such tensor products generate the Pauli group on n qubits,
where P a ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} and γ ∈ {1, −1, i, −i} is an overall phase factor that we shall often ignore. Non-trivial stabilizer codes correspond to Abelian stabilizer groups S ⊂ P such that −I / ∈ S. Logical operators of a stabilizer code S are Pauli operators preserving the codespace L. Equivalently, logical operators are Pauli operators commuting with every element of S. Such operators generate the centralizer of S in the Pauli group,
One can always decompose the centralizer as
where X i , Z i are the logical Pauli operators, while elements of S correspond to the logical identity operator. Here and below we use the notation . . . for a subgroup generated by a family of operators.
For any Pauli operator P ∈ P let Supp(P ) ⊆ Λ be the support of P , that is, the subset of qubits on which P acts non-trivially (by X, Y , or Z). We shall use the notation |P | = |Supp(P )| for the weight of P , that is, the number of qubits in its support.
The minimum distance d of a stabilizer code S is defined as the minimum weight of a non-trivial logical operator, that is,
We shall use a notation [n, k, d] for a stabilizer code encoding k logical qubits into n physical qubits with the distance d.
To define a subsystem [n, k, d] code it is convenient to start from a stabilizer code S with k + g logical qubits for some g > 0. Let X i , Z i , i = 1, . . . , k be the logical Pauli operators on the first k logical qubits that will be used to encode information. The remaining unused logical operators X i , Z i , i = k + 1, . . . , k + g, together with stabilizers S generate the gauge group [14] 
We will assume that the n physical qubits live at vertices of a regular 2D lattice Λ of size √ n × √ n with open or periodic boundary conditions. Given this 2D geometry we demand that the gauge group G must have spatially local generators, that is, G = G 1 , . . . , G m , where the support of any generator G m can be bounded by a square box of size r × r for some constant interaction range r. Given the gauge group G, one can compute the stabilizer group S using the identity
where C(G) is the centralizer of G in the Pauli group. Note that S may or may not have spatially local generators. For example, any stabilizer of the 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] has weight at least √ n. On the other hand, for the topological subsystem codes [17] generators of S have geometry of closed loops of constant size. In general, one can think of generators of G as stabilizers broken into "local chunks" such that an eigenvalue of any stabilizer can be inferred by measuring eigenvalue of sufficiently many generators of G. Subsystem codes with an Abelian gauge group are equivalent to ordinary stabilizer codes (such codes have no gauge qubits and thus G = S).
Logical operators of a subsystem codes are Pauli operators preserving the codespace L. Equivalently, logical operators are elements of the centralizer
Since the encoding is defined only modulo gauge operators, non-trivial logical operators are elements of C(S) that are not in G. In the case of subsystem codes we shall often use the term bare logical operators which refers to elements of C(G)\G. Bare logical operators preserve the codespace L and act trivially on the gauge qubits. They should not be confused with dressed logical operators which are elements of C(S)\G. The identity
implies that any dressed logical operator can be represented as a product of a bare logical operator and a gauge operator. The minimum distance of a subsystem code is defined as the minimum weight of a non-trivial dressed logical operator,
III. GENERALIZED BACON-SHOR CODES
In this section we introduce a generalization of the 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] and describe its main properties. For the sake of clarity we shall ignore the issue of spatial locality until Section V.
Let A be an arbitrary matrix of size m×m with entries 0 and 1. We shall label cells of A by pairs of indices c = (i, j). Let n = |A| be the Hamming weight of A, i.e., the total number of non-zero matrix elements. To define a subsystem code associated with A let us place a physical qubit at each cell c = (i, j) with A i,j = 1. Hence there are totally n physical qubits. The remaining cells for which A i,j = 0 are kept solely for illustrative purposes since there are no qubits located at these cells. A subsystem code associated with A has a gauge group G generated according to the following rules:
• Every pair of qubits c, c ′ located in the same row of A contributes a generator X c X c ′
• Every pair of qubits c, c ′ located in the same column of A contributes a generator Z c Z c ′ In the special case when A i,j = 1 for all (i, j) the code G coincides with the standard 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] . Consider as an example a binary matrix
The corresponding subsystem code has n = 6 physical qubits. The corresponding gauge group G has generators
Let us explain how to relate the parameters of the code G to certain algebraic properties of the matrix A. It will be convenient to introduce a linear subspace C col ⊆ {0, 1} m spanned by the columns of A and a linear subspace
m spanned by the rows of A (throughout this section all linear subspaces are defined over the binary field F 2 ). One can regard C col and C row as classical codes encoding k = rank (A) bits into m bits. Here rank (A) is the rank of A over the binary field F 2 . In the example of the 2D Bacon-Shor code the matrix A has rank 1 and C col , C row are one-dimensional subspaces that include only the all-zeros and the all-ones vectors. Let d col and d row be the minimum Hamming weight of non-zero vectors in C col and C row respectively. In other words, d col and d row is the minimum distance of the classical code C col and C row respectively. Theorem 2. Let A be an arbitrary binary matrix and G be the subsystem code associated with A as described above. Then G encodes k = rank (A) qubits into n = |A| qubits with the minimum distance
Before we proceed with the proof of the theorem let us make several remarks concerning the definition of G. Firstly, the set of generators of G introduced above might be overcomplete. For example, suppose c, c ′ , c ′′ is a triple of consecutive qubits that belong to the same row of A.
, that is, it suffices to retain only the generators X c X c ′ and X c ′ X c ′′ . In general, it suffices to retain generators X c X c ′ and Z c Z c ′ for consecutive pairs of qubits c, c
′ that belong to the same row and the same column of A respectively. Secondly, the generators of G are not necessarily spatially local. For example, if some row of A contains an isolated '1' separated by a long string of zeros on the left and on the right, there is no choice of spatially local generators for G. We shall explain how to circumvent with difficulty in Section V by placing two ancillary qubits into each cell of A with A i,j = 0 and splitting each long-range generator into a chain of short-range generators. Finally, let us point out that a similar but technically different construction of subsystem codes was described by Bacon and Casaccino in [19] . The construction of [19] starts from a pair of classical linear codes
. A quantum subsystem code is then defined by placing a physical qubit at every cell of a matrix A of size n 1 × n 2 . The X-part of the gauge group is defined by replicating the parity checks of C 1 in every column of A (in the X-basis). Similarly, the Z-part of the gauge group is defined by replicating the parity checks of C 2 in every row of A (in the Z-basis). The resulting subsystem code has parameters [n 1 n 2 ,
The main difference between our construction and the one of [19] is that we allow to use different classical codes in different rows and columns of A (although each of these codes is simply the repetition code on some subset of qubits). Also, as one can see from Theorem 2, the two constructions result in quantum codes with different parameters.
Using Theorem 2 one can easily get upper bounds on the number of logical qubits k and the distance d of generalized Bacon-Shor codes. Firstly, we claim that for any binary matrix A one has d row d col ≤ n. Indeed, since any column of A has weight at least d col , the matrix A must contain at least d col non-zero rows. Each of these rows must have weight at least d row . Hence the number of nonzero matrix elements in A is at least d row d col . Applying Theorem 2 one arrives at
Although it is not necessary, let us point out that the bound Eq. (4) is not as good as it could be. In Appendix A we shall prove a slightly stronger bound
and construct a family of binary matrices that achieves this bound. Furthermore, since A must contain at least k non-zero rows and at least k non-zero columns, we conclude that kd row ≤ n and kd col ≤ n. Theorem 2 then implies that
In Section IV we shall use Gilbert-Varshamov bound to prove that there exists a family of codes that achieves the bounds Eqs. (4,6) up to a constant factor asymptotically in the limit n → ∞. The corresponding binary m × m matrices A are defined for all sufficiently large m and obey the scaling rank (A) ≥ αm, and d col , d row ≥ βm for some constants α, β > 0. It leads to the scaling k ≥ αm, d ≥ βm, and
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use notations X i,j and Z i,j for the Pauli operators acting on a qubit located at a cell (i, j). Let us begin by describing the centralizer C(G). For any row i define a row operator R i acting by Z on every qubit located in the i-th row:
Similarly, for any column j define a column operator C j acting by X on every qubit located in the j-th column:
Proposition 1. The centralizer C(G) is generated by the row and column operators,
Proof. Indeed, let us check that R i ∈ C(G) for any row i. A generator X c X c ′ located at the row i anti-commutes with R i at both cells c and c ′ . Thus X c X c ′ commutes with R i . In addition, R i commutes with generators X c X c ′ located at rows i ′ = i since their supports do not overlap. It also commutes with generators Z c Z c ′ since they are both operators of Z-type. Hence R i ∈ C(G). The same reasoning shows that C j ∈ C(G). Conversely, let P Z ∈ C(G) be a Pauli operator of Z-type. If P Z acts by Z on some qubit c, it must act by Z on every other qubit c ′ located in the same row since P Z has to commute with all generators X c X c ′ in this row. It shows that P Z is a product of the row operators over some subset of rows. Similarly, any operator P X ∈ C(G) of X-type is a product of the column operators over some subset of columns. It proves Eq. (7).
Note that the supports of R i and C j overlap on exactly one qubit if A i,j = 1 and do not overlap if A i,j = 0. It follows that the matrix A controls the commutation rules between the row and column operators, namely,
for all pairs i, j. Using Proposition 1 we can parameterize any X-type operator P X ∈ C(G) by a binary string x ∈ {0, 1} m such that
Similarly, any Z-type operator P Z ∈ C(G) can be parameterized by a binary string z ∈ {0, 1} m such that
The commutation rules Eq. (8) then imply that
(11) Recall that the stabilizer group S of a subsystem code is defined as S = G ∩ C(G). From Eq. (11) we infer that P X commutes with all elements of C(G) iff x ∈ Ker(A). In this case one has P X ∈ C(C(G)) = G, that is, P X ∈ S. The same argument shows that P Z ∈ S iff z ∈ Ker(A T ). Thus stabilizers of X-type and Z-type can be identified with right and left zero-vectors of A respectively. Using the standard Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization one can choose k = rank (A) pairs of operators P 
and
It shows that P X a , P Z a are the bare logical Pauli operators and the code G has k logical qubits.
Let us now determine the distance of G. Consider some bare logical operator P X defined in Eq. (9) . Let us analyze how one can reduce the weight of P X by multiplying it with the gauge operators. Obviously, if P X has even weight in some row i, that is, j A i,j x j = 0 (mod 2), one can completely cancel P X in this row by multiplying it with the generators X c X c ′ located in this row. On the other hand, if P X has odd weight in some row i, that is, j A i,j x j = 1 (mod 2), the best one can do is to reduce the weight of P X in this row down to 1. Also it is clear that multiplying P X with gauge operators of Z-type cannot decrease its weight. It shows that the minimum weight of a dressed logical operator corresponding to P X is equal to the number of rows i for which j A i,j x j = 1 (mod 2). The number of such rows is nothing but the Hamming weight of the vector Ax. Note that Ax = 0 whenever P X is a non-trivial logical operator since Ax = 0 implies that P X ∈ S, see above. We conclude that the minimum weight of X-type dressed operators coincides with the minimum Hamming weight of a vector Ax where x / ∈ Ker(A)
IV. GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND FOR BINARY MATRICES
Let B(m, k) be the set of all m×m binary matrices with the rank k over the binary field F 2 . Given any matrix
m be the linear subspace spanned by the columns of A. Similarly, let C row (A) ⊆ {0, 1} m be the linear subspace spanned by the rows of A. Let d col (A) and d row (A) be the minimum distance of the classical code C col (A) and C row (A) respectively. We shall use the notation H 2 (p) = −p log 2 p − (1 − p) log 2 (1 − p) for the binary entropy. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3 (Gilbert-Varshamov bound). Let α > 0 and 0 < β < 1/2 be any constants such that α < 1 − H 2 (β). Then for all sufficiently large m and for all k ≤ αm there exists a matrix A ∈ B(m, k) such that d col (A) ≥ βm and d row (A) ≥ βm.
Proof. Our arguments will rely Gilbert-Varshamov bound for classical codes as presented in [20] .
For any non-zero vector x ∈ {0, 1} m let W (x) be the number of matrices A ∈ B(m, k) such that x ∈ C col (A). We claim that W (x) does not depend on x as long as x is a non-zero vector. Indeed, let e 1 = (10 . . . 0) be the first basis vector of {0, 1} m . Let W be the number of matrices A ∈ B(m, k) such that e 1 ∈ C col (A). Any nonzero x ∈ {0, 1} m can be written as x = Re 1 for some R ∈ B(m, m). By definition of the column space we have x ∈ C col (A) iff x = Ay for some y ∈ {0, 1} m . Hence
Since the map A → RA defines a bijection from the set B(m, k) to itself, we conclude that W (x) = W . Since the rank of a matrix is invariant under transpositions, we conclude that for any non-zero x ∈ {0, 1} m the number of matrices A ∈ B(m, k) such that x ∈ C row (A) also equals W .
Define a matrix Γ x,A labeled by non-zero x ∈ {0, 1} m and A ∈ B(m, k) such that
For any A ∈ B(m, k) one has x =0 Γ x,A = 2 k − 1 since C col (A) has dimension k. Also for any x = 0 one has A∈B(m,k) Γ x,A = W . Hence we arrive at
Let d = ⌈βm⌉ and N be the number of matrices A ∈ B(m, k) such that C col (A) or C row (A) contains a nonzero vector with weight smaller than d. It suffices to check that for the chosen d and any k ≤ αm one has N < |B(m, k)|. Applying the union bound one gets
Here we used the assumption β ≤ 1/2. Using Eq. (12) and a bound (2 m − 1)
We conclude that N < |B(m, k)| whenever
Since we assumed that α < 1 − H 2 (β), it holds for all sufficiently large m.
V. BREAKING UP THE LONG-RANGE GENERATORS
Let A be an arbitrary m × m binary matrix and G be the subsystem [n, k, d] code associated with A. As was pointed out in Section III, one can choose an independent set of generators of G that includes operators X c X c ′ for consecutive pairs of qubits c, c
′ that belong to the same row, and operators Z c Z c ′ for consecutive pairs of qubits c, c
′ that belong to the same column. We shall consider the 2D geometry in which cells of the matrix A are identified with sites of a two-dimensional lattice of size m × m.
Consider a pair of consecutive qubits c, c ′ in some row i and the corresponding generator X c X c ′ . In general the cells c and c ′ are not nearest neighbors, so there might be one or several empty cells in the i-th row (those with A i,j = 0) between c and c ′ . Let these empty cells be c 1 , . . . , c p , see Fig. 1 .
Our strategy will be to simulate the long-range generator X c X c ′ by adding an ancillary qubit at every cell ′ by a chain of short-range generators,
More formally, we shall define a new subsystem code G 
where all elements of G act trivially on the ancillary qubit. Then
Indeed, applying the lemma with q = c and a = c 1 we obtain a new code G ′ with the same parameters k and d, with an extra short-range generator X c X c1 , and an extra one-qubit generator Z c1 . Although G ′ inherits the long-range generator X c X c ′ ∈ G, we can now replace this generator by X c1 X c ′ = (X c X c1 ) · (X c X c ′ ). Note that X c1 X c ′ has a shorter length. Now we can apply the lemma again with q = c 1 and a = c 2 which breaks the generator X c1 X c ′ into a pair X c1 X c2 , X c2 X c ′ and an extra generator Z c2 . We can continue this process until all cells c 1 , . . . , c p are occupied by ancillary qubits and the long-range generator X c X c ′ is replaced by a chain of short-range generators, see Eq. (13), and one-qubit generators Z c1 , . . . , Z cp .
Similar arguments can be applied to break up all longrange Z-type generators. The resulting code G ′′ has at most two qubits at every cell of A. It has two-qubit generators X c X c ′ , Z c Z c ′ coupling only horizontal and vertical nearest neighbor cells respectively. In addition, G ′′ has one-qubit generators Z c and X c for some cells c. Proof. Consider an auxiliary subsystem code with a gauge groupG = G, X a , Z a , where all elements of G act trivially on the ancillary qubit. ClearlyG is obtained from G by adding one gauge qubit and thusG has parameters [n + 1, k, d]. Let U be the CNOT gate with the control qubit a and a target qubit q, see Fig. 2 . One can easily check that U mapsG to G ′ , that is, † is a dressed logical operator for G ′ . LetP be a dressed logical operator ofG with the minimum weight, that is, |P | = d. Since X a , Z a ∈G, minimality of the weight implies thatP acts trivially on the qubit a. Then P ′ = UP U † is a dressed logical operator for G ′ and P ′ acts on the qubit a either by identity or by Z. More specifically, P ′ =P Z α a where α = 0 iffP acts on q by I or X, and α = 1 iffP acts on q by Z or Y . Since Z a ∈ G ′ we conclude thatP is also a dressed logical operator for G ′ and thus
with the minimum weight, that is,
Using the gauge operators X q X a and Z a we can cancel the action of P ′ on the qubit a without increasing its total weight, so we can additionally assume that P ′ acts trivially on a. ThenP = U † P ′ U is a dressed logical operator forG andP = P ′ Z α a for some α ∈ {0, 1}. Since Z a ∈G we conclude that P ′ is also a dressed logical operator forG and thus d ≤ |P
VI. THE UPPER BOUND: TECHNICAL TOOLS
Let us begin by introducing some more notations. We shall assume that the n physical qubits occupy sites of a
which includes all elements of G whose support is contained in M . In particular, P(M ) is a group of all Pauli operators whose support is contained in M . For any subset M ⊆ Λ let M = Λ\M be the complement of M . Introduce also a group G M = {P ∈ P(M ) : P Q ∈ G for some Q ∈ P(M )} which includes all Pauli operators P ∈ P(M ) that can be extended to some element of G. In other words G M is a group obtained by restricting elements in
Throughout this paper we shall ignore overall phase factors of Pauli operators. Then the Pauli group P can be regarded as the 2n-dimensional binary space [21] such that multiplication of the Pauli operators corresponds to addition of the binary strings modulo two. For any subgroup G ⊆ P define its dimension dim G as the smallest number of Pauli operators generating G. In particular, dim P = 2n and dim P(M ) = 2|M |. The standard stabilizer formalism [21] implies that
for any subgroup G. We shall need the following simple fact. Fact 1. Let G ⊆ P be any subgroup and M ⊆ Λ be any subset of qubits. Suppose 2|M | < dim G. Then G contains at least one non-identity operator acting trivially on M .
Proof. Indeed, the constraint that P acts trivially on M leads to a system 2|M | binary linear equations which has a non-trivial solution whenever 2|M | < dim G.
Consider a subsystem code with a gauge group G and a stabilizer group S = G ∩ C(G). For any subset of qubits M ⊆ Λ let l(M ) be the number of independent dressed logical operators supported inside M , that is,
Let l bare (M ) be the number of independent bare logical operators supported inside M ,
Our first technical tool will be the following lemma which was originally proved for stabilizer codes by Yoshida and Chuang [12] .
Lemma 2. Suppose a subsystem code G has k logical qubits. Then
for any subset of qubits M ⊆ Λ.
It can also be regarded as a generalization of the "Cleaning Lemma" proved for subsystem codes in [9] . The Cleaning Lemma of [9] dealt only with a special case l bare (M ) = 0 or l(M ) = 0. Specializing Lemma 2 to stabilizer codes (G = S) one gets a simpler statement l(M ) + l(M ) = 2k which coincides with the result proved in [12] . Note that Lemma 2 does not need any spatial locality properties.
Proof. Let m ≡ l bare (M ) and let P 1 , . . . , P m be m independent bare logical operators supported inside M , that is,
for all a = 1, . . . , m. Since the code has k logical qubits, one can choose t = 2k − m independent bare logical operators Q 1 , . . . , Q t ∈ C(G)\G commuting with P 1 , . . . , P m . Then we have
Taking the centralizer of both parts of Eq. (17) one arrives at
, where Q in a and Q out a are the restrictions of Q a onto M and M respectively. Combining Eqs. (16, 18, 19) and taking into account that P 1 , . . . , P m have support only on M one gets
By definition of G M , there must exist gauge operators
On the other hand, any dressed logical operator supported on M must commute with P 1 , . . . , P m , and thus l(M ) ≤ t. We have proved that l(M ) = t.
Our second technical tool is the "Restriction Lemma" proved in [9] which relates the distance of a subsystem code G defined on the entire lattice Λ to the distance of a code G M obtained by restricting G onto some subset of qubits M ⊆ Λ. Note a generators of G M can be chosen as generators of G restricted to M . Assuming that G has spatially local generators with some interaction range r, the same is true for G M .
Definition 1.
Given an interaction range r and a subset M ⊆ Λ let ∂M ⊆ M be the set of all sites in M that lie within distance r from M . Lemma 3 (Restriction Lemma). Suppose a gauge group G has spatially local generators with an interaction range r. Choose any subset M ⊆ Λ and consider the subsystem code with the gauge group G M . Then one of the following is true: (1) The code G M has no logical qubits, (2) The code G M has distance at least d − |∂M | where d is the distance of G.
VII. HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE FOR ERROR CORRECTION
Let G be the gauge group of some subsystem [n, k, d] code. We shall fix some choice of spatially local generators of G such that each generator has support in a box of size r × r for some interaction range r = O(1). By definition of the distance d, no subset M ⊆ Λ of less than d qubits can support a dressed logical operator, that is, l(M ) = 0 whenever |M | < d. Accordingly, one can choose R proportional to √ d such that no square box of size R × R supports a dressed logical operator. In this section we derive a much stronger condition which can be regarded as an analogue of the famous holographic principle. Loosely speaking, the lemma asserts that a non-trivial dressed logical operator cannot be supported on a region whose perimeter is smaller than the distance d (with some constant coefficient depending on r) even if the number of qubits in the interior of the region is much larger than d. A similar result was obtained in [11] for 2D stabilizer codes. We shall begin by proving an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 5. Let A, B be any disjoint subsets of qubits such that l(A) = 0 and |B| + |∂A| < d. Then l(AB) = 0.
Proof. Let C be the complement of AB such that Λ = ABC. Applying Lemma 2 to the subset A we conclude that l bare (BC) = 2k. Hence we can choose a complete set of 2k bare logical operators X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X k , Z k ∈ C(G)\G supported inside BC. Consider a subsystem code specified by the gauge group G BC that involves only qubits of BC. We claim that G BC has k logical qubits and X a , Z a are the bare logical operators of G BC . Indeed, since X a , Z a have support on BC and commute with G we infer that X a , Z a ∈ C(G BC ) for all a. Accordingly, X a , Z a / ∈ G BC since X a Z a = −Z a X a for all a. It shows that G BC has at least k logical qubits. Conversely, let P ∈ C(G BC )\G BC be any bare logical operator of G BC . By definition of G BC it implies that P ∈ C(G) and P / ∈ G, that is, P must be a bare logical operator of the original code G in which case it can be expressed in terms of X a , Z a . We have shown that G BC has k logical qubits and X a , Z a are the bare logical operators of G BC . Applying the Restriction Lemma to the code G BC we conclude 
Indeed, suppose P ∈ C(G)\G is a bare logical operator supported on A. Let P i be the restriction of P onto a block A i such that P = P 1 P 2 · · · P m . Since any generator of G overlaps with at most one block in A, we have P i ∈ C(G) for all i. However there must exist at least one block A i such that P i / ∈ G since otherwise P ∈ G. Then for such a block we have P i ∈ C(G)\G, that is, P i is a bare logical operator supported inside A i . But this implies l(A i ) ≥ l bare (A i ) > 0 which is a contradiction. It proves Eq. (20) . Applying Lemma 2 we get l(B) = 2k.
However, a subset B can support at most 2|B| independent Pauli operators which implies 2|B| ≥ l(B), that is, |B| ≥ k. Simple algebra shows that |B| = O(n/R) = O(n/d) and thus kd = O(n).
Let us now prove the stronger bound Eq. (1) assuming that both G and S have spatially local generators with a constant interaction range r and r s respectively. Consider a partition of the lattice Λ = ABC shown on Let us assume that
and show that it leads to a contradiction. Indeed, choose any set of 2k independent dressed logical operators P 1 , . . . , P 2k ∈ C(S)\G supported inside BC and let Q = P 1 , . . . , P 2k . Applying Fact 1 to region C and the group Q we conclude that there exists at least one nontrivial dressed logical operator P ∈ C(S)\G supported only inside B. Let P i be the restriction of P onto a block B i such that P = P 1 P 2 · · · P m . Since any generator of S overlaps with at most one block in B we conclude that P i ∈ C(S). However, there must exist at least one block B i such that P i / ∈ G since otherwise P ∈ G. Then P i is a non-trivial dressed logical operator, that is, l(B i ) > 0 which is a contradiction. Hence Eq. (21) is impossible and we have |C| ≥ k. Simple algebra shows that 
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper we have studied subsystem codes for which the gauge group has spatially local generators in the 2D geometry. It was shown that the parameters [n, k, d] of such codes must obey an upper bound kd = O(n). We have also introduced a family of codes, the generalized Bacon-Shor codes, that achieves this bound with both k and d proportional to √ n. The gauge group of the generalized Bacon-Shor codes involves only twoqubit generators of type XX and ZZ coupling nearestneighbor qubits (and some one-qubit generators). It follows that the syndrome measurement for these codes requires only eigenvalue measurements for operators XX and ZZ on nearest-neighbor qubits. Our proof of existence presented in Sections III,IV is not constructive since it requires binary matrices achieving the GilbertVarshamov bound stated in Theorem 3. On the other hand, one can easily show that a random m × m binary matrix A with a fixed rank k achieves the GilbertVarshamov bound of Theorem 3 with probability approaching one in the limit m → ∞. Therefore for finite sufficiently small lattice sizes one can simply choose the desired binary matrix A randomly (with a fixed rank), compute the minimum distances d col , d row and check whether the Gilbert-Varshamov bound is satisfied.
A serious drawback of the standard 2D Bacon-Shor code [13] that precludes it from being used in the topological quantum computation schemes is the lack of a constant error threshold in the limit of large lattice size [16, 22] . We expect that the same drawback is shared by the generalized Bacon-Shor codes introduced in the paper. It is therefore an interesting open problem whether it is possible to construct 2D subsystem codes with both k and d proportional to √ n which would have a good behavior under random uncorrelated errors.
Finally, let us point out that our construction of the generalized Bacon-Shor codes naturally extends to 3D Bacon-Shor codes [13] . In the 3D case the binary matrix A should be replaced by a three-dimensional binary array with qubits occupying cells with A i,j,k = 1. The corresponding gauge group G is generated by operators XX, Y Y , and ZZ coupling pairs of qubits that differ only in x, y, and z-coordinate respectively. For any choice of the array A the resulting subsystem code can be transformed into the spatially local form by introducing ancillary qubits and simulating every long-range generator by a chain of short-range generators as described in Section V. Finding the optimal scaling of d and k for such generalized 3D Bacon-Shor codes is an interesting open problem.
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